
COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA

MINUTES for meeting May 3 at Sands.
Present:  Susan (facilitating), Joyanna, David Tat,David Turner, Peter, 
Joanie, Diana, Aiison and newcomers Dan and Thomas. 

1.  Welcome to Dan and Thomas. Minutes, Agenda additions.

2. News from the Street:
a/ Peter:  Choices seems to becoming just a holding tank - no 
activities. Alison will check with Michael  L.
b/ Susan: Our Place is going through changes.  My Place closes at the 
end of May.  Only two residents are left and they will be found 
housing.  Choices will close at the end of September, with hopes to 
reopen as a centre for recovery from addiction, operated by Our 
Place, on the lines of a very successful centre in mid-island.
Meanwhile, Cool Aid is buying the Travel Lodge and the Tallyho on 
Douglas and still considering enlarging Mt. Edwards space.
c/ Peter reported Emily is not doing well.  He is trying to advocate for 
her at Rock  Bay.  Is there any meeting that allows advocates to 
discuss problems and solutions?  Susan says they do meet Monday 
mornings through the DS. Not sure where.   

3. All-candidates' meeting in Centennial Sq. May 29. General 
satisfaction that it went ahead despite freezing weather and 
threatened rain.  Good attendance by candidates, DSP and CTEHV  
(many thanks to volunteers who staffed our table). (David Tat 
refunded the $50 table fee to Susan).  The system of writing out 
questions or helping questioners worked well. Big thank-you to 
Salvation Army and Taps for providing food. BUT publicity did not 
bring out crowds or the  media;  maybe people have heard enough! 
Other reports from some of the many local meetings.
Meanwhile, Bernice has been at Our Place every day with voting 
advice.   Susan to take some posters from Diana to Our Place.

4. Meeting space:
AGREED  that the upstairs boardroom at Sands for the 1st Wed. of the 
month does  not work. Alison thanked them  for providing us with a 



temporary home.
WE will explore both Our Place and the Library for space at 3pm on 
the first and third Wednesdays, or even Sunday evening.
WED. MAY 10 1.30PM AT OUR PLACE to revisit meeting places and go 
over the election results.

5. Times Colonist letter in reply to "Mad as Hell":
Alison apologised for it being published as from:
"Alison Acker,  Committee to End Homelessness Victoria"
instead of, as written: "Alison Acker, Member of the CTEHV". There 
seems to be no way the TC can see the difference. Oh well!

6. REESON PARK  campers and day visitors to the Whale Wall park.   
How can we help? AGREED that members should visit Monday May 8, 
with food and keep in touch if there is more we can do.  They need a 
place to store their stuff.
Meanwhile, the Vancouver and the Maple Ridge camps continue to 
defy orders to leave. 

7. Stipends of $5 each were paid to Dan and Thomas, as the start of 
an agreed practice to encourage homeless membership.
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